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Rebecca Rusch is one of the great endurance athletes of our time. Known today as the Queen
of Pain for her perseverance as a relentlessly fast runner, paddler, and mountain bike racer,
Rusch was a normal kid from Chicago who abandoned a predictable life for one of adventure. In
her new book Rusch to Glory: Adventure, Risk & Triumph on the Path Less Traveled, Rusch
weaves her fascinating life's story among the exotic locales and extreme conditions that forged
an extraordinary athlete from ordinary roots.Rusch has run the gauntlet of endurance sports
over her career as a professional athlete-- climbing, adventure racing, whitewater rafting, cross-
country skiing, and mountain biking--racking up world championships along the way. But while
she might seem like just another superhuman playing out a fistful of aces, her empowering story
proves that anyone can rise above self-doubt and find their true potential.First turning heads with
her rock climbing and paddling skills, Rusch soon found herself spearheading adventure racing
teams like Mark Burnett's Eco-Challenge series. As she fought her way through the jungles of
Borneo, raced camels across Morocco, threaded the rugged Tian Shan mountains, and river-
boarded the Grand Canyon in the dead of winter, she was forced to stare down her own
demons. Through it all, Rusch continually redefined her limits, pushing deep into the pain cave
and emerging ready for the next great challenge.At age 38, Rusch faced a tough decision: retire
or reinvent herself yet again. Determined to go for broke, she shifted her focus to endurance
mountain bike racing and rode straight into the record books at a moment when most athletes
walk away. Rusch to Glory is more than an epic story of adventure; it is a testament to the
rewards of hard work, determination, and resilience on the long road to personal and
professional triumph.
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For everyone who’s ever thought, That looks amazing, but I could never . . . these stories are for
you. I believe you can. I’m living proof of that. And I hope you enjoy the trying as much as I have.
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FOREWORDMy most memorable impression of Rebecca Rusch came in Morocco, during the
1998 Eco-Challenge. In the competition, we asked that four-person teams race through the
rugged Atlas Mountains, carrying all their own food and water, and often sleeping just an hour a
night. As you can imagine, competitors were forced to push their mental, physical, and emotional
limits in order to succeed. Many racers later told me that they found the Eco-Challenge to be a
true judge of their character, simply because in the face of such severe hardship they found out
what they were truly made of. Several of my later television programs, such as Survivor and even
The Apprentice, put competitors in similar situations, but nowhere did this play out more
radically than in Eco-Challenge.Night was falling at Checkpoint 11 during that 1998 Eco. It was
the last stop before a long and dangerous rappel into a gorge near the town of Tinghir. But there
was a problem: One team was lost and had not been seen or heard from for more than 12 hours.
Team Rubicon had somehow misread its maps and could have been anywhere within the steep
crags and canyons. I was personally leading the search party by helicopter. As the hours passed



and darkness would soon require that we suspend the search, I became more and more
frustrated. But just when all seemed lost, the men and women of Team Rubicon limped into the
checkpoint, safe and sound.With most teams, that would have been the end of it. After marching
off course for more than 12 hours, they would either quit the race or sleep until morning before
attempting something so daring as a thousand-foot rappel down a sheer cliff face in the dark.
Once it became clear that Rubicon had no intention of quitting, I demanded that they halt for the
night. Clearly, there were severe safety issues at stake. Each and every member of the team was
exhausted. You could see it in their body language and in their eyes—pure, utter, bone-deep
fatigue.I expected that Team Rubicon would welcome my decision. In fact, each member of the
team was obviously relieved that I demanded they sleep before pushing on.Every member
except one.Rebecca Rusch took charge, insisting that she and her teammates be allowed to
choose their own competitive path. By resting for the night, she argued, they would fall even
farther behind the competition.I argued back. As the television cameras caught the moment so
vividly, I told her that she was being foolish and perhaps risking her life. And at what cost? It was
clear that Team Rubicon would not win the race. Why press on when the most sane thing to do
would be to sleep and wake up to start fresh?But that’s what makes Rebecca Rusch such a
special individual. Many of us pay lip service to the concept of pushing our mental, physical, and
emotional limits, but that notion is more than just a mere concept to Rebecca. In a world that all
too often settles for mediocrity and conformity, Rebecca knows that the secret to success is
being your best in all you do. And once you establish that baseline, you push through it.Again,
and again, and again. Never settling. Never resting on her laurels. Never once striving to be
anything but her best.Within these pages you will learn how Rebecca does this, and how you
can do it too. You will read these words and be inspired. What you do next is up to you. Perhaps
it is enough right now that you hold this very special book in your hands, knowing that a great
adventure is about to unfold—one that will at the very least make for a very entertaining read,
and at the very most may change your life for the better.I relented that night in Morocco. Team
Rubicon was allowed to bash on into the fading light. But I sent a team of mountain guides to
follow behind, just to ensure that they were in capable hands.They were, thanks to Rebecca.
And now, so are you.Mark BurnettLos Angeles, CaliforniaJuly 2014

PREFACEFor years, my friends and colleagues told me I should write a book. I was flattered and
intrigued, but reluctant. I felt that I didn’t have the skill, an acclaimed name, or anything relevant
to say, and that writing about my accomplishments would come off as egotistic. Also, I figured I’d
likely never have the fortitude to make a project this big happen. But when VeloPress
approached me with the same suggestion, I sheepishly admitted that I had turned over the idea
in my head a few times: I do have some really good stories, after all.A willing publisher and
support from fellow racer and writer Selene Yeager was the invitation I needed to nudge me to
finally dive in. All I had to do was say yes and they would guide me through the process. My
career has been a long, hard push to pitch, sell, and convince sponsors, partners, and



teammates that I was worth the risk and that my unusual path was a worthy one. But here was
this next challenge coming to me on a silver platter. I was not accustomed to this kind of
presentation, but I knew it would be foolish to pass it up.My original intent for this book was to
use my experiences to create a tool kit people could use to go beyond their own perceived limits,
as athletes and as people. Through the difficult process of researching and mulling over life’s
lessons, the book took an unexpected change in course. I came to realize that simply relating my
personal stories and experiences was the best way for me to expose my struggles alongside my
triumphs. This book chronicles my strengths and weaknesses, my highs and lows in the context
of my own adventures as a professional athlete. During this tough writing journey, I realized that
we’re all wired to learn and grow through experience, and experience connects us to the world
and the people around us. I sincerely hope there’s something in my story that will resonate with
you and give you a nudge to chase your own dreams.Writing this book has been one of the
biggest, scariest, most intimidating challenges I’ve ever tackled. Over the course of this project
I’ve had to trust, collaborate, and ask for more help than I imagined. I hope that many hands will
thumb through these pages and many hearts will be touched and inspired by these stories. Even
if that doesn’t happen, I will remind myself that the biggest rewards in life come from hard work
and commitment and are often not the payoff that was expected. I have a feeling this is one of
those situations.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTSThis collection of stories would not have been possible without the cast
of characters who helped shape me and were my partners in crime on this journey. There are so
many of you who have inspired me, pushed me, laughed and cried with me, and even pissed me
off, but it made me stronger, and I’m eternally grateful for your continued tutelage.Patrick Harper,
we are bonded for life as adventure racing teammates and friends. Thanks for letting me follow
your compass around the world and for picking me up when no one else would.Chris Kalous,
thank you for getting my feet off—way off—the ground and showing me an entirely different view
of the world.Donna Forst, thank you for being my first, last, and only best friend.Greg Springer,
thank you for teaching me that power tools don’t care and for assisting me in getting the wheels
to my freedom truck rolling.And to my mom, Judy, and my sister, Sharon, thank you for never
questioning my choices, at least not to my face, and for never pushing me to get a “real” job.This
book would still be a curious thought in my head if it weren’t for the solid vote of confidence and
kick in the ass to make it reality from Renee Jardine, Haley Berry, Faith Marcovecchio, and Dave
Trendler at VeloPress. And Selene Yeager, I’m not sure how you did it, but you pulled things out
of my head that I didn’t know were there and made sense of my chaotic thoughts. Thank you all
for your patience and for being devoted teammates on one of the toughest journeys I’ve taken.
I’m so glad we’re on the other side of it now!To all of the professional writing friends who put up
with my late-night, desperate e-mails and offered numerous pep talks, your expertise and
understanding were a buoy for me to hold onto when I felt like I was drowning in words. You
know who you are, Marty Dugard, Greg Fisher, Kathy Bedell, Shea Andersen, Biju Thomas, and



Allen Lim.Finally the biggest thanks of all to Greg Martin, who has cleaned snot off my face,
taught me to ride a bike, put up with my insecurities, listened to my laments, and been there for
me at all of the important finish lines in my life, including this one.

INTRODUCTIONThe Wild RideOver the course of my career as a professional athlete, I’ve
repeatedly had to reinvent myself in the face of fear and uncertainty. Never was that more true
than in the fall of 2005. I was enjoying the golden years of a successful career in adventure
racing, and though I was methodically completing my firefighter and EMT training during my
downtime in my adopted hometown of Ketchum, Idaho, I wasn’t quite ready to walk away from
being a professional athlete. But when Montrail, my most prominent sponsor, called to say the
company had been sold and their sponsorships would be shut down, it looked like I wasn’t going
to have the luxury of choosing my own exit.Just like that, a 10-year span of world travel, team
management, and expedition competition was over. When the dust settled, I had just one
sponsor remaining. Instead of cutting me loose, the team at Red Bull said, “Find something
amazing to do.” It was in this big bang of opportunity that my professional mountain biking career
took shape.The average American changes jobs around 11 times in the course of his or her
professional life. I certainly fit that statistic. I’ve worked as a marketing associate, aerobics
instructor, limo driver, barista, outdoor guide, climbing-gym manager, motivational speaker,
construction worker, firefighter, and professional athlete. These days most people know me as a
professional cyclist and assume my world championships and Leadville wins were years in the
making. But the truth is, I didn’t become a professional mountain biker until I was 38 years old,
and I didn’t win the Leadville Trail 100 MTB—the most prestigious mountain bike race in the
United States, if not the world—for the first time until I was 40.Ironically, I will likely be most
remembered for a sport I initially loathed. Long before members of the media christened me “the
world’s greatest female endurance cyclist,” I hated racing a mountain bike. It was the bitter pill I
had to swallow in order to participate in the sport I did enjoy: adventure racing. Even after racing
on two wheels became my paycheck, I still didn’t love it and honestly was not very good at it.
Being on a mountain bike made me feel clumsy and outmatched. I crashed, chickened out,
cried, and ran an awful lot in my first races, and even now, though I certainly have the fitness and
endurance to compete and win, I still struggle with the technical aspects of the sport. It wasn’t
too long ago that I was so physically and mentally broken trying to navigate a river of rocks in a
race in Pennsylvania that I picked up my bike and hurled it as far as I could while I shouted
expletives into the woods. This was the very same bike I would pilot to a record-smashing victory
at Leadville just three months later.Time heals all wounds, and a bruised ego eventually
recovers too. Along with skill and experience came a new appreciation for mountain biking and
eventually a deep, lasting love. What was once my nemesis became my primary outlet for
adventure and joy. The bike relaunched my career and ultimately turned into my ticket to a
steady paycheck—or at least as steady as they come for a professional athlete.I’d like to think
that the millions of miles I’ve covered by foot, boat, bike, and even by camel have earned me an



honorary PhD in how to get through life. When I found myself clinging to El Capitan, more than
3,000 feet off the deck with nowhere to go but up, I learned a little something about finishing
what I started. Nursing a sick teammate back to health from heatstroke and dehydration in
Vietnam as one of the biggest races on earth slid from my grasp changed how I think about
patience and failure. After river-boarding the Grand Canyon unsupported in winter, standing on
the other side of what seemed an impossible challenge, I knew for certain that limits are much
farther in the distance than we imagine.All of these adventures, journeys, challenges, and
explorations have allowed me to see the beauty and wonder of places I never knew existed. I’ve
been touched and enriched by the people who inhabit these corners of the world. Through it all,
I’ve come to a deeper understanding of who I am, what motivates me, and what I’m passionate
about. I’ve been able to step outside of my comfort zone to do some scary stuff. I’ve failed and
succeeded, but nearly every time, I’ve arrived at the finish line a better person. My formula is
simple: Say yes to opportunities, ask a lot of questions, and then dive in.I never in a million years
imagined I’d become a professional athlete. I thought athletes were born just how I saw them on
TV: fit and ambitious, somehow divinely destined to be standing there, hoisting broken finish line
tape and trophies over their heads. After all, they’d been dealt a fistful of athletic aces in the
game of life and they were simply playing their hand. Having lived it, I can tell you that
professional athletes are just regular people who’ve followed a passion with intense
determination. As in any career, a professional athlete must do the hard work, endure setbacks,
and make sacrifices. So while you might look at my life now and think I’m just another pro who
was groomed for glory, once you know the whole story, you’ll realize that we have more in
common than you might think.

1Finding Myself at the Finish LineIt all started with a tracksuit.Being the typical younger sibling,
all I wanted to do was hang out with my sister, Sharon, and her high school friends. Carol was
my sister’s best friend and our next-door neighbor. She was tall, thin, and energetic, and she had
an awesome tracksuit with block lettering boldly proclaiming “Downers Grove North” across the
chest. With a drawstring at the waist and elastic at the ankles, the thick cotton pants ballooned
into a silhouette only MC Hammer or a paratrooper could love. It was the early 1980s, I was 14,
and I had to have a tracksuit like Carol’s. “Join the cross-country team,” she told me. “They give
you one for free, and if you’re a runner, you’ll never get fat.” It was music to my ears. My own
family tree was more oak than willow. Even though I tipped the scales at around 95 pounds, I
figured if I didn’t do something, I was destined to get fat, so I promptly enlisted in organized
sports.I was a tomboy at heart, but I had never thought about joining a team until Carol told me
about cross-country. Growing up, I had Barbies and other dolls, but I loved to play outside with
the boys and come home dirty and scraped up. I lived for the camping and skiing trips Mom took
us on a couple of times every year. Back at home, I’d find my own adventures camping in the
backyard with my sister or racing around the block playing tag with the other neighborhood kids.
I got a charge out of getting sweaty and out of breath, feeling my heart pounding after riding my



Huffy up the hill on our street. But as a girl about to enter high school, the games and adventures
I found exhilarating as a kid were replaced with social pressures of what to wear, how to fit in,
and how you looked. So it wasn’t the allure of camaraderie or crossing a glorious finish line that
prompted me to enlist in organized sports upon entering high school—it was a cotton tracksuit
and a blossoming weight complex.WE LIVED ON A QUAINT brick street in the suburbs of
Chicago. Normal as that might sound, I didn’t exactly grow up in a traditional family. My father, a
U.S. Air Force lieutenant, was shot down in Laos in 1972. My parents were divorced by that
point, and I was too young to fully comprehend his death or the factors that contributed to it.
People often asked me about my dad, and I’d respond mechanically, “He was shot down in the
Vietnam War,” and that would quickly end the conversation. It never occurred to me that I was
missing out on having a dad—I had no reference to make me feel sad about it.My mom, Judy,
made the arduous daily commute into Chicago. After graduating summa cum laude with a math
degree, she landed a job in the computer industry, where she worked her way from programmer
to the upper ranks of management. As a woman in a predominantly male profession in the
1970s and one of the only women at the top, she was a pioneer. She had to be tough and work
more diligently than most of her male coworkers to prove her worth.Mom didn’t have to talk to us
about hard work and dedication; she lived it. Whether it was riding the train 45 minutes each way
to watch a track meet or staying up until 2 a.m. to bake cookies for my class, she continually
stretched herself to meet traditional expectations while also being the breadwinner and
disciplinarian. She was supportive, but she was also tough, never the doting mother. She was
independent and efficient because she had to be, and my sister and I learned to be that way
too.With my mom working long, unpredictable hours, Sharon and I were left to our own devices
in the afternoons and evenings. I was notorious for losing the house key, so Sharon would elect
me to break in through the basement window. I’d shimmy through the tiny opening, hang from
the sash by my fingers, drop a few feet onto the cement floor, and then claw through the
cobwebs in the dark and dash up the stairs to turn on the lights. It was always tempting to wait a
while before unlocking the front door for Sharon. Once we were in, we’d raid the fridge,
concocting some pretty crazy after-school snacks. For those times when we weren’t opting for a
“sensible” dinner—frozen entrées or peanut butter and jelly sandwiches—we would simply eat
ice cream or cheese and crackers for dinner.Despite being a good student and having a loving,
if irregular home life, I started to feel overwhelmed with anxiety about pretty much everything—
my family, my mom’s job, school, my body, what to wear, making friends—and I felt very alone. I
didn’t think it was something my mom or sister or any of my friends dealt with, so I bottled up the
stress until it reached the point where I had to find an outlet: I’d stuff down a jar of peanut butter
or whatever was in the house. The momentary satisfaction of eating was soon displaced by the
guilt and disgust I felt toward myself, so I’d go to the bathroom and purge myself of whatever I’d
eaten.The vicious cycle continued on and off throughout much of high school and college until
one night my mom heard me vomiting in the bathroom and confronted me. We were both really
upset, and the words didn’t come easily. I was embarrassed and ashamed. Mom was shocked,



confused, and felt like she had failed as a parent. Once we calmed down a little, Mom said, “We
have to sort this out, but it’s bigger than me.” She arranged some one-on-one and family
counseling at our church. In one of the sessions, Mom admitted to worrying about a raise that
hadn’t gone through at work and the resulting financial strain of raising a family as a single
parent. This was heavy stuff for me and my sister. Mom had worked so hard to take care of
everything and shield us from the stress in her life. So much so that when I ran up against my
own problems and insecurities, I felt confused and alone, with no one to turn to. When I was
finally able to open up about the important issues in my life, it felt like throwing off a heavy
blanket that had been suffocating me for years. Other people were sad, depressed, scared, and
lost too. It was a revelation to find out that I was not alone in those emotions.It was in the midst of
all of this drama that running had entered my life. Looking back, I can say that running was
essential in helping me break the cycle of bulimia. Sports became a healthy outlet for my stress
and worries, and the team proved to be a supportive peer group. I knew that I needed to treat my
body better. And it turned out I was pretty good at running. I was scrappy, didn’t mind the hard
work, and was extremely competitive with myself. The cross-country team led me to the track
team, where I ran the 200, the 800, and the 1600, as well as 200 hurdles and the long jump. I
excelled in the longer-distance events, but I dabbled in everything. The track team was a much
bigger group of girls, so that meant fuller buses, bigger events, and an even larger group of
friends. The variety was a blast, but it was cross-country running that really grabbed my soul. I
liked the feel of the grass and leaves under my running cleats, and the fact that each course was
different. I liked not knowing what was around the next turn. I was easily bored with the repetition
of running in circles. I craved variety and a taste of adventure.Sure, I liked the physical
transformation as I flourished in running, but the psychological benefits were even better. I liked
the discipline athletics was teaching me and the person it was helping me become. It was
thrilling to discover how hard I could push myself. My bedroom was becoming littered with
medals, trophies, and plaques—proof that I was good at something and publicly recognized for
it.I was also beginning to feel like a leader and developing lifelong bonds of friendship with my
team. Though we ran individually, we were scored together. We cultivated a competitive energy
that pushed us all to be better, and in the process we formed the unbreakable bond that
accompanies a common goal and shared work.Coach Ritter was a real father figure in my life—
strict, yet gentle and reassuring. He didn’t say much and didn’t need to. He offered support and
direction but also expected us to do the work and gave us the freedom to make a few mistakes
on our own. Since I wasn’t as experienced as a lot of the other runners, I’d often get frustrated
with myself because my skill didn’t match my desire. So he would spend extra time helping me
with my technique and strategy, strengthening my work ethic along the way. He continually
reminded me to not take myself too seriously, and he taught me how to win and lose with grace.
It was the first glimpse of what I’d missed by not having a dad around.Running was also where I
learned about the bitter, lingering aftertaste of quitting. My senior year, I’d been sick during the
week leading up to the regional cross-country meet, a qualifying event for the Illinois state



championship. When the race was well under way, I found myself unable to keep up with the top
girls and struggling mentally. There was nothing obviously wrong, but it was clear that I was not
having a good race. Finally, I just stepped off the course, relieved to stop the pain. When the race
ended and my teammates, mom, and coach all rushed over to see if I was okay, I had no answer
for them—I’d simply given up, and in the process let everyone down. Without my points, the
team’s chances of qualifying for the state meet were in jeopardy. I was a quitter. Fortunately,
other girls on my team had the races of their lives.Going into the state meet two weeks later, I
needed to get my head out of the way and run as I’d always run, but I didn’t know how to go
about it. The assistant coach sat me down and gave me a mantra to chant: I can, I will, I won’t be
denied. When the gun went off, I ran for the team and for myself, and I ran my heart out. I shook
off my insecurities to earn individual all-state status, and we won the state title. I vowed to never
quit a race again.Three decades later, I still bear the scar from that day in Glenview, Illinois,
when I stepped off the course. Should the notion of quitting ever enter my mind again, I would
ask myself this: Would you rather suffer now and finish this race, or quit—only to suffer through
the process of explaining yourself to friends and family? I’ve competed in a lot of races over the
years, and the answer is almost always the same: The pain of quitting far outlasts the pain of
pushing forward. I’d rather roll in dead last as volunteers are packing up the finish line (which
happened to me in my first cross-country ski race) and have people think, Look at that lady
hanging in there. Good for her! By lining up for a race, I’m making a commitment—to myself, my
friends, my family, my teammates, my fans—to finish, no matter what place I’m in. I rise to the
occasion when I remind myself that someone else is watching.
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Alex Hutchinson, “Mountain Biking needs Heroes like Her. Every sport needs heroes. They
inspire us. They bring us to the edge of our seats. They encourage us to be more than who we
are. More importantly, they sell us on sports. In terms of stardom, mountain biking got off to a
slow start. If you asked ten people to pose the biggest name in MTB off the top of their heads,
you'd hear ten different names. I believe that might never change and for good reason.Rusch to
Glory is a story about embracing pain and chasing dreams. Rebecca's climb was awkward but
ambitious and full of adversity. She embraced the struggle and built a career out of it. She might
very well symbolize the kick off of a new age. An age where athletes begin their careers in their
forties and continue on for many years. Granted Rebecca started much younger as an adventure
racer but most anyone who hops on a mountain bike did something athletic when they were
younger. The point is that age is slowly being removed as an obstacle to our dreams and this is a
sport where they can be realized.I'm not saying that Rebecca is our new hero but she is now one
of them. I'm saying her story teaches us that we don't need to elbow our way into a narrow
spotlight. She's done very well for herself and we all love her but our heroes rarely appear in
movies or on talk shows. Our heroes, much like our trails are many and varied. We simply inspire
each other. Rebecca's path didn't exist before she carved it but now that it does you can expect
many to follow.”

Kathryn K., “An inspirational read. If you are looking for inspiration, pick up this book and read it!
You will learn the life story of Rebecca Rusch, an incredible female athlete who tells her story of
overcoming fear and obstacles to pursue a mission of adventure. What I love about her tone in
the book is she never talks down to the reader. She doesn't present her athletic talent as some
kind of God-given gift that completely separates her from the reader. Instead, she explains that
much of her success comes down to plain old HARD WORK and perseverance, something that
we can all apply in our lives. She then applies this hard working attitude to helping her
community through both her work as a fire-fighter and as an event leader that brings significant
economic benefit to her hometown. We all have something to learn from Rebecca's story. Don't
miss this book!”

E. Skinner, “An inspiring memoir that can help you reach for your goals.. Let's say there's
something you've always wanted to do. It might be running 5km, going whitewater rafting or
learning to ride a mountain bike. You want to do something like this but you think you can't.If this
describes you, then I strongly recommend that you read this book. Rebecca Rusch is a world-
class endurance athlete who reached that status by facing her fears, taking calculated risks,
working hard and not giving up. Her message is simple; if she can do it, so can you. A lot of
people might say 'yes, but I'm just me!' Rebecca's point is that everyone is 'just me' for
themselves. If you want it badly enough and are willing to put in the work, you can achieve your



goals.Rebecca is down-to-earth, humble and very easy to relate to. She is honest about the
issues she has struggled with, which include an eating disorder and the death of her father in the
Vietnam War. This has not been an easy journey for Rebecca. Her story is very inspiring. I've put
sticky notes in the book so I can quickly find helpful passages when my running isn't going well
or I need a boost.I really can't recommend this book highly enough. It's worth your time and you
won't be disappointed.”

Christie, “BEST BOOK of 2014!!. I read A LOT of cycling books.. especially biographies and this
one BY FAR is my absolute FAVORITE. Before I bought the book I only knew a little bit about
Rebecca Rusch, I knew she was nicknamed the Queen of Pain but never knew the real reasons
why. Normally if I get a book and half the book is not about cycling I get bored, but Rebecca's
AMAZING past really kept me entertained. There is one part of the book where something BIG
happens in her life and when I read that part I had to stop and collect myself, I was so into the
story.Do yourself a favor and buy this book. You will NOT regret it. It is written well and very
entertaining. You will forever be a fan of the Queen of Pain!!!”

Dookie B33, “Best sport based autobiography in years!. Having recently chosen cycling as my
newest pursuit--at nearly 44 years old--I was searching for some inspirational reading to keep
me focused. I hit the jackpot with this book! Rebecca takes the reader through the adventures of
her life without an ounce of ego and does it with the voice of a writer as opposed to cocky
professional athlete. I've read dozens of autobiographies in my life and this one easily makes the
podium as one of the best. As opposed to Jens Voigt's autobiography, which was my first
attempt at a cycling based book, this book is written in a smooth,professional style. Voigt's
exploits may have come on a bigger stage in the shadows of legends like Armstrong and
Indurain but his retelling is all "me, me, me" and "I, I, I". Rusch composed a thesis compared to
the elementary writing style of Voigt's book. If there is ever any doubt you can push on, as an
athlete or just at Life, Rebecca Rusch should be Required Reading.”

K. J. CORCORAN, “Amazing athlete, filled with grit. I didn’t know much about adventure
races....this book makes you feel like you’re there! Ditto long distance mountain biking races. I
thoroughly enjoyed the book — she shares the highs and lows of these races, and mostly
comes out n top!”

Shawn P Bolan, “Real and inspirational.. I was drawn to this book as an avid cyclist who loves to
read anything cycling related. I ended-up loving this book because of the story of growth and
exploration that was revealed.Ms Rusch is a true champion athlete that comes across real and
approachable.Highly recommended for any avid athlete...very real and very inspirational.I would
love to read a follow-up book from Ms Rusch that focussed more on her advice for mental and
physical training.”



Laura Stewart, “excellent read. Great book and so inspirational. Was nice to read about the
sports that don't get a lot of press but where women are constantly at the front of the pack
pushing boundaries.”

Aye, “Inspiring Lady. Rebecca Rusch inspires via her achievements and writing. This is a "must
read" book which opens your eyes to finding your personal limits and pushing them.”

Bradley Kulbaba, “The ultimate boost. Rebecca's book took me by surprise. Her writing style is
personal, intimate, and most importantly, credible. In an era of fly by night 'success' Rebecca
details a life devoted to the simple value of doing ones best with curiousity added as a
prerequisite.As a motivational text or a storybook, this is guaranteed to fulfill. With little
knowledge of Rusch's career I began reading skeptically, thinking she was particularly skilled in
sales speak. She quickly converted my doubts into fandom, the depths of her accomplishments
are more than impressive!If we are fortunate, a book 2 will one day emerge.”

The book by Rebecca Rusch has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 194 people have provided feedback.
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